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My Calamity JaneMy Calamity Jane
by Cynthia Hand
A side-splitting follow-up to My Plain
Jane finds Wild Bill's Traveling Show
performer Calamity Jane incurring a
suspicious bite in the wake of a garou
hunt gone wrong before seeking a
cure in Deadwood, where she
encounters a life-threatening surprise.

50,000 first printing. Simultaneous eBook.

TThe paper girl ohe paper girl of Parisf Paris
by Jordyn Taylor
Inheriting a Parisian apartment that
was abandoned after World War II,
Alice teams up with a student to
uncover the story of a long-lost great
aunt who hid her work with the
Resistance behind the persona of a
socialite Nazi collaborator

TThe peach rebellionhe peach rebellion
by Wendelin Van Draanen
In this historical tale of friendship,
family and the power of sisterhood,
three very different girls from varying
social stratums find common ground
as they each make a promise to not
just accept things as they are
anymore. Simultaneous eBook.

My imaginarMy imaginary Mary Maryy
by Cynthia Hand
When two masterminds—Mary, the
daughter of Mary Wollstonecraft, and
Ada, the daughter of Lord Byron—are
brought together by fate, they make a
shocking—and magical—discovery
that draws the attention of a mad
scientist. 50,000 first printing.

Simultaneous eBook.

Book TitleBook Title

Midnight without a moonMidnight without a moon
by Linda Williams Jackson
Rose Lee Carter, an African-American
girl, dreams of life beyond the
Mississippi cotton fields, but when
Emmett Till is murdered and his
killers are acquitted, Rose is torn
between seeking her destiny outside
of Mississippi or staying and being a

part ofan important movement

ButtButterfly yerfly yelloelloww
by Thanhháa Lòai
A Vietnam War refugee in Texas
partners with a city boy with rodeo
dreams to track down the younger
brother she was separated from six
years before when he was evacuated
by American troops during the
waning days of the Vietnam War

BeBeyyond the blue borderond the blue border
by Dorit Linke
Vowing to escape East Germany to
the democratic West, friends Hanna
and Andreas set out to swim 25 hours
across the Baltic sea—a journey
fraught with many dangers as they
risk their lives for freedom.
Simultaneous eBook.

Luck oLuck of the Titanicf the Titanic
by Stacey Lee
Stowing away aboard the Titanic on
its ill-fated maiden voyage when her
British-Chinese heritage bars her
from joining her twin in America, a
young acrobat struggles to hide and
then survive when the unthinkable
happens. Simultaneous eBook.
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